Hand segmentation is the basis of many vision-based hand gesture applications in human computer interaction (HCI). This paper proposes a novel method of skin color weighted disparity competition to incorporate the skin color and depth cues for hand segmentation in clutter environment from stereo camera. The basic idea is that the hand disparity will be apparently different from most of the background disparities. Note that we refer to the scene except the user as the background. The proposed method validates a hand pixel by verifying whether the pixel satisfies the disparity limit of the hand more than of the background. Its novelty lies in incorporating the skin color probability to weight the disparity competition to improve the robustness of validation and the accuracy of boundary location. Experiments demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
Introduction
Hand gesture gets more and more attention for its convenience and nature in HCI [9, 13] . Hand segmentation, as the first step towards most hand gesture applications, plays an important role in the robustness, accuracy and efficiency of a HCI system. However, it suffers from clutter background, lighting variation, the flexibility or concave character of the hand, etc.
Up to now, many HCI systems based on hand gesture are built with a single camera [9, 13] . The popular monocular methods for hand segmentation include skin color detection [3, 7, 14] , background subtraction [11, 16] , active contour [21] , and model-based method [5, 17, 18, 19] . Skin color detection is very common for its simpleness and easy implementation, and is very efficient against simple background or in the scene of hand being the only skin-colored object. However, skin color detection is sensitive to confusing pixels, so it is not expected to work efficiently against clutter background or in the scene of more than one skin-colored object. Background subtraction can deal with the clutter background to c 2010. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
BMVC 2010 doi:10.5244/C.24.66 some degree, but suffers from the shadow problem. Active contour starts from an initial contour and dynamically moves toward the true contour by minimizing some predefined energy function iteratively. Some researchers apply active contour to hand segmentation against clutter background and reports accurate result [21] . However, locating the hand in clutter environment and selecting the appropriate initial contour are not trivial. Model-based methods receive attention from many researchers since the prior knowledge can be easily introduced . On one hand, model-based methods can present excellent performance against clutter background [18] and moreover directly obtain the model parameters of the hand. On the other hand, model-based methods suffer from some problems such as the exponential growth over time with the larger search space, the local minima and singularities. It is worth noting some interactive segmentation methods such as GraphCut and its variations [4, 10, 15] . With simple user's interaction such as marking some object pixels or some background pixels, GraphCut is able to generate a very good segmentation. GraphCut is essentially a global optimization method and able to approach the global optimal solution to some degree for the given energy function. However, our experiments show that GraphCut seems to fail in segmenting the concave detail of the hand for the possible reason of the serious concave or consequent image blur.
Rather than monocular camera, some researchers study hand gesture by using stereo camera [8, 12] . Stereo camera can provide the disparity map more than the optical image. The disparity cue, i.e. the depth cue, helps to many challenging problems in monocular methods such as the clutter background, the lighting variation, the occlusion and the singularity. In the case of stereo camera, researchers employ generally the simple thresholding operation for hand segmentation by assuming the disparity map is dense. However, it is difficult to compute the dense disparity map for the hand due to lack of texture. Although sophisticated stereo algorithms may be employed for the dense disparity map [6] , the time consuming would weaken their advantage for the HCI application where the speed is an important factor for real interaction.
Is the non-dense disparity map enough for efficient hand segmentation? This paper focuses on this problem and proposes the novel method of skin color weighted disparity competition. The proposed method incorporates both the skin color and depth cues. The main idea is to validate a hand pixel by verifying whether the pixel satisfies the disparity limit of the hand more than of the background and furthermore incorporate the skin probability to weight the disparity competition to improve the robustness of validation and the accuracy of boundary location.
Manders et al.'s work [12] is close to our method and employs also both the disparity cue and the skin cue. Their method produces the output by taking the pointwise multiplicative product of the disparity map and the skin probability map. So, their method would be efficient if the disparity map is dense and would neglect those hand pixels with uncertain disparity if the disparity map is not dense.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed method and Experimental results in section 3 demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed method. Section 4 concludes this paper and gives the future directions.
The proposed method
The framework of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1 . The proposed method contains two main stages of marking the confident hand pixels following by performing skin color weighted disparity competition. The first stage marks the confident hand pixels and obtains all regions of interest (ROI) in the left image. The second stage employs skin color weighted disparity competition to validate the hand pixels for each ROI. Thereafter, the proposed method segments the hand in each ROI by performing the morphological operation of opening following by searching the maximal connected region in the related ROI.
Marking the confident hand pixels
How to mark some confident hand pixels in clutter scene is not trivia since the hand is possibly not the only skin object or not the closest object to the camera. In the proposed method, we mark the confident hand pixels by employing the following flow: first computing the disparity map and detecting face in the left image, then tracking down by following the disparity cue of the detected face to find human body regions, finally incorporating the disparity cue and the skin color cue from the detected face to mark the hand pixels in the found human body regions, as illustrated in Figure 1 . It is feasible since face detection is very robust and the disparity cue of the face helps to distinguish the possible part of human body.
Computing the disparity map We employ the simple block matching stereo algorithm based on the gray images related to the left and right image to produce the disparity map, which is typically not dense for the hand due to lack of texture. The zero value in the disparity map means uncertain disparity for the related pixel.
Detecting face We employ the face detector [20] to detect face in the left image. After the face is detected, we use the average disparity of the detected face region to threshold the disparity map and then obtain both human body candidate regions that we refer to as the foreground (FG) map and the confident background regions that we refer to the background (BG) map. It is reasonable since the hands are in front of the face in most HCI cases. Due to the clutter, the FG map typically includes some non-human-body regions.
Finding human body regions We obtain the human mask from the union image of the zero pixels in the disparity map and the non-zero pixels in the FG map by finding the maximal connected region containing the detected face and mask the FG map to obtain the valid human body regions. This operation is reasonable: first, the zero pixels in the disparity map contains those human pixels that don't appear in the FG map, consequently, these zero pixels can lead to all human body regions in the FG map being a whole connected region; second, the non-zero pixels in the BG map separate the human body regions from non-human-body regions in most cases, consequently, the obtained human mask less likely contains the non-human-body regions.
Marking the confident hand pixels We mark those pixels of the FG map, whose color is close to the detected face and whose disparity fall in the small neighbor of the local maxima of the FG map, as the hand pixels. The marked hand pixels will be confident since the hand color is close to the face color and each hand is usually the foremost part of each arm in HCI scene. About the skin model for detecting skin-colored pixel, we employ the Hue-Saturation Histogram learned from the detected face region.
Moreover, we obtain the ROI for each appear hand by considering the zero pixels in the disparity map as non-zero in the FG map and performing the camshift algorithm based on the marked hand pixels. Of course, some allowance is made on the camshift result for few unexpected cases. The obtained ROI would contains the hand region since the zero pixels in the disparity map contain those hand pixels with uncertain disparity. The obtained ROIs enable a selective analysis for the following skin color weighted disparity competition and thus contributions to the efficiency of the proposed method.
Segmenting the Hand with skin color weighted disparity competition
The non-dense disparity map prevents the simple depth threshold method from the efficient hand segmentation. Although, three facts stand by the feasibility of accurate hand segmentation with the non-dense disparity:
1. The disparity of each hand fluctuates very slightly around the mean disparity of the marking hand pixels since the depth scale of hand is far less than the distance between the hand and the stereo camera;
2. The hand disparity is apparently different from the background disparity since the user must lie in some space for the HCI application at most cases;
3. The hand is an enough simple object against clutter background from color aspect.
Inspired by the three facts, we propose the novel method of skin color weighted disparity competition for hand segmentation.
The skin color probability
We use the HSV color space and utilize a three-dimensional Gaussian model for the skin color probability as defined in Eq. (1).
where
Although many researchers argue that the intensity component of V is sensitive to the lighting variation and employ only H and S components for skin color detection, we argue that the intensity component of V also has some discrimination ability to distinguish the hand pixel from the background pixel because the mean color vector µ c and the probed color vector I come from the identical small local region, i.e. the current ROI in the current frame. But, we utilize greater standard deviations for the V component than the H or S component by taking into account the fact that the V component is actually more sensitive to lighting variation than the H or S component.
The two competing disparity limits
The two competing disparity limits include the disparity limit of the hand and of the background as defined as follows:
where the superscript of h or b represents the hand or background respectively, e h or e b encodes the maximal bias(typically set to 2 or 1 respectively), u h d is the mean disparity of all marked confident hand pixels in the current ROI and D b is the result image of the WaterShed algorithm based on the BG map as the seed image and the zero image as the origin image.
We set the identical disparity limit of the hand χ h for all pixels in the current ROI since the hand disparity fluctuates very slightly around u h d . The disparity limit of the background is not as simple as of the hand due to the clutter. Firstly, different background pixels may lie in different disparity levels. Secondly, many background pixels in the left image have no corresponding pixels in the right image because of occlusion from the foreground objects, which results in many zero pixels i.e. pixels with uncertain disparity in the disparity map. The only available cue for the background disparity limit is the BG map where the non-zero pixels indicate the confident background pixels. So we consider performing the WaterShed algorithm based on the BG map as the seed image and the zero image as the origin image to fill in all zero pixels in the BG map. This operation encourages the zero pixels in the BG map to have the same disparity as the closest non-zero pixel, which is reasonable if no more evidences. Different from the disparity limit of the hand being identical for all probe pixels, the disparity limit of the background for different probe pixels may be different.
Skin color weighted disparity competition
The hand pixel will satisfy the hand disparity more than the background disparities. This fact inspires the idea of disparity competition.
First, Let us introduce two definitions for convenient formation of the proposed skin color weighted disparity competition. The first one is the disparity verification V defined as
where L(·) or R(·) denotes the HSV color vector of the considering pixel in the left or right image respectively, d is the verifying disparity, N is the neighborhood size, and · represents the L 2 Norm. The value of V implies the degree of L(i, j) satisfying the disparity d. The other one is the skin probability of the local neighborhood of I(i, j) defined as
where P is defined in Eq. (1) and N denotes the neighborhood size. The range of ψ is [0, 1]. By using V and ψ, we format the proposed skin color weighted disparity competition for the pixel L(i, j) as
where 1. The verification error ε h (i, j) or ε b (i, j) is employed for verifying the degree that L(i, j) satisfies the disparity limit of the hand or the background respectively:
• Less value means more satisfying,
• V is defined in Eq. (3) and ψ is defined in Eq. (4) where the neighborhood size of N h or N b is typically set to 2,
• T s is a probability threshold for distinguishing the skin color from the non-skin color and α is a small tuning constant;
2. E(i, j) is employed for excluding the non-hand pixels (E(i, j) = 1) and consequently contributes to the low false acceptance rate:
• L(i, j) is probably not a hand pixel if it is impossibly a skin-colored pixel
• L(i, j) is probably not a hand pixel if it satisfies less the disparity limit of the hand (indicated by ε h > T h , T h is a threshold for disparity validation);
3.H(i, j) is employed to validate a hand pixel by competition:
•H(i, j) = 0 means that L(i, j) is a hand pixel since it satisfies the disparity limit of the hand more than of the background.
Figure 2: An illustrated example of skin color weighted disparity competition over simple disparity competition without weighting: DC means disparity competition, DLOH means the disparity limit of the hand while DLOB means the disparity limit of the background.
The exponential terms in ε h (i, j) and ε b (i, j) are used as the weight function. The weight function is inclined to minify the value of V for a skin-colored pixel but magnify the value of V for a non-skin-colored pixel in ε h (i, j), and the contrary in ε b (i, j). Consequently, ε h affirms the hand pixels as well as reversely relieves most of the background pixels while ε b affirms part of the background pixels as well as reversely relieves most of the hand pixels, as illustrated in Figure 2 . This weight strategy contributes greatly to the robustness of the disparity competitionH(i, j) validating a hand pixel.
After all pixels in the current ROI are validated, we obtain the final hand segmentation by performing the morphological operation of opening following by searching the maximal connected region in the resulted binary image.
Experimental results
We implemented the skin color weighted disparity competition method in C++ by using OpenCV [1] and the Triclops Stereo Vision SDK [2] . The test sequence is captured by using the Bumblebee 2 stereo camera from Point Grey Research Inc. and refers to a chinese gesture sequence of numerals from 1 to 10 in a clutter lab environment. The test sequence contains 225 frames with the resolution of 1024 × 384, i.e. 512 × 384 for each view image.
About parameter settings, our experiments show that the proposed method works well when (σ h = σ 0 , σ s = σ 0 , σ v = σ 0 /0.6, σ 0 ∈ [55, 80]) for the skin color probability(Eq. (1)) and (T s ∈ [0.55, 0.75], T h ∈ [13, 36] ) for the skin color weighted disparity competition(Eq. (5)). Note that we set (σ 0 = 64) and (T s = 0.6, T h = 32) for all tests in this paper. Figure 3 shows some segmentation examples which demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
The segmentation accuracy
We compare the performance of the proposed skin color weighted disparity competition method with Manders et al.'s joint probability model [12] , GraphCut [4] 1 and the simple disparity competition which is not weighted by the skin color probability.
An illustrative example is shown in Figure 4 . Manders et al.'s joint probability model produces the output by taking the pointwise multiplicative product of the disparity map and the skin probability map, So its result would be confined to the disparity map and neglect [12] , GraphCut [4] , simple disparity competition without weighting and the proposed skin color weighted disparity competition. those hand pixels with uncertain disparity, as illustrated by Figure 4 (b) and Figure 4 (c). It is plausible to employ GraphCut to achieve the accurate hand segmentation by considering the marked confident hand pixels as the foreground seeds and those non-zero pixels in the BG map as the background seeds. But our experiments show that the results are not satisfied, as shown in Figure 4(d) . The possible reason includes two aspects. Firstly, the background color model learned from few background feeds can not enough characterize the background and thus mislead GraphCut to judge some background pixels as the hand pixels. Secondly, GraphCut seems to fail in segmenting the concave detail of the hand for the possible reason of the serious concave or consequent image blue. The simple disparity competition without weighting suffers from the problem of confusion pixels, i.e. some background pixels satisfy the hand disparity very good or some hand pixels satisfy the background disparity very good, which leads to a high false acceptation or rejection rate, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 4 (e). Owing to incorporating the skin probability to weight the disparity competition, the proposed method validates a hand pixel in a low false acceptation and a low false rejection rate. Figure 4(f) shows the improvement of the proposed method over the other three methods. Furthermore, we also give the quantitive comparison by comparing the segmentation result of each method with the ground truth which has been obtained manually with the magic wand tool of PhotoShop. We use (A ∩ B)/(A ∪ B) for the accuracy calculation, where A represents the segmentation result and B represents the ground truth. The average segmentation accuracy for the proposed method is 83.8%, which is better than 63.9% for Manders et al.'s joint probability model, 69.8% for GraphCut and 59.2% for the simple disparity competition.
The Frame Rate
The main steps of the proposed disparity-competition method contains computing the disparity map, detecting face, marking the confident hand pixels, and performing skin color weighted disparity competition. For the first frame, all the four steps are needed and require a total of 0.208 sec on a Lenovo ThinkPad T400 with 2.5 GHz Dual Intel CPU and 2GB RAM. Note that the time of 0.208 sec contains no capture time. In detail, the proposed method requires 0.041 sec, 0.104 sec, 0.011 sec and 0.052 sec for the four steps in order, as listed in Table 1 .
The frame rate will be the inefficient 5 fps if all four steps are also necessary for the successive frames. Fortunately, with ROIs tracking, only the last step of performing skin color weighted disparity competition is necessary for the successive frames because the predicted ROIs in the tracking can be directly considered as the ROIs in the current frame and all needed models for skin color weighted disparity competition, including the skin color probability model, the disparity limit of the hand and of the background, can be directly transferred from the previous frame. Of course, all models need to be updated to the current frame after disparity competition. In fact, the average frame rate for the test sequences is 19.2 fps that is acceptable for the common HCI application.
Conclusions
This paper has presented the novel skin color weighted disparity competition method for hand segmentation in clutter environment from stereo camera. Its efficiency lies in the ability of robustly validating the hand pixel owing to utilizing the skin probability to weight disparity competition. Although the proposed method can segment the detail of the hand to some degree, there is room for further improvement in the segmentation accuracy. Besides, the proposed method doesn't work well when hand-hand occlusion or hand-face occlusion happens in both the left image and the right image. We plan to work on the two aspects in the coming future. Moreover, we also plan to reconstruct the 3D appearance of each appearing hand since its silhouette/contour from either view of stereo camera is available now.
